Preface

When most people hear the word ‘cryptocurrency’ or ‘Bitcoin’, what
would naturally come to their mind? Their first thought is often these
cryptocurrencies are nothing but computer money that would have no
real use-cases in our practical daily life.
No surprises there as to why people have grown doubtful about these
digital assets; we’ve witnessed many crypto coins that have
decreased in value over time. People in general have lost their faith in
crypto space since the notorious ICO boom left a bad impression
behind. The vast majority of coin projects have failed due to their
absence of ecosystem and business plans that are deemed far from
reality.
Judging from these failed precedents in the past, would you rush to
the conclusion that all the cryptocurrencies are impractical and
crypto’s days are numbered?
The cryptocurrency revolution has barely begun. There are now new
coins with real assets backed appearing on the scene.
We intend to introduce you to GMM, as a common goal of pursuing
valuable and enjoyable production in the hyper-connected, hyperdigital world, in the world of cryptocurrency surrounding us.

Issues We Encounter
What is the biggest characteristic of cryptocurrency? In addition to
powerful functions such as security and transparency, cryptocurrency
is an attractive concept for everyone who encounters it in that it is a
decentralized currency.
Not like the common currency such as USD and Euro, cryptocurrency
is not a currency only can be used in a limited space, but rather a
network in which individuals can participate and receive the
cryptocurrency itself as a reward.。
Staking is the easiest way for users to participate in the network and
influence the decision-making structure in a decentralized ecosystem,
Therefore, the user's effort is important in this form of staking, and it
can be suggested that the quality of the network and the structure
formed are healthy depending on how many users can actively
participate..

“Why People Can’t Get Enough Of BITCOIN”
BTC attracts attention because it is a symbol of victory.
The reason why Bitcoin has become the most pivotal core of many investors
and the coin market is related to Satoshi Nakamoto's intention to replace
transactions through different currencies. Also, it can be said that it is due
to the structure that can be mined by many ordinary people who are
somewhat unfamiliar with programming.
The value of Bitcoin mined by users in a special situation where the issued
volume is fixed has risen and rises, forming a large market in 2013 and 2017
since 2009, increasing and letting people's perception and commitment to
the cryptocurrency itself. Even after the deadly dark period of 93% decline,
the cryptocurrency market is still closely dependent on the flow of Bitcoin.

“Limits On Digital Mining”

Saturn Digital Mining Co.,Ltd. the parent of the project, has also
started the business of mining bitcoin and altcoin in accordance with
the situation of the cryptocurrency market since 2017. In addition,
the company pursued a productive business model through an
organized mining workshop.
However, with the rapidly changing market prices and the increase in
the difficulty of mining in 2019, the need to change the business
direction has also emerged, depending on the current market situation
where profits are not stable even with organized mining and prices
depend on huge mining forces.
The ecosystem of cryptocurrency is closed but open, and in order to
achieve all the objectives while encouraging users to participate in
this environment, members have focused on the most precious and
important goods than anything else on the planet, and built a
business model intended to promote strategic linkage with
cryptocurrency.

“So We Thought, This Shall work”

Three companies that gathered together to diversify their
approaches for mining and investment methods, where more users
can stably generate profit, became the main pillar of this GMM
project.

The project founders, Saturn Digital Mining.Ltd and GEB
international, and MMI designed a digital mining system and
future-oriented coin for stable participation at the user level for
the implementation of this project. They tried to build the GMM
ecosystem as a realistic alternative to the problems of the current
cryptocurrency through know-how from staking, real-life physical
gold mining, investment managing, and providing game services.

New World Of Mining, Better
Ecosystem
Blockchain is a technology that can lead the future of both near
and far along with AI and IoT.
We tried to actively inherit the intentions of blockchain founders and first
pioneers who represent common governance, individual anonymity and
autonomy, rather than a single centralized network. The staking network
created by a large number of users, the flow of Hash that is exchanged
and verified by the network itself,
brings the structure that is the retention power of the blockchain and the
decision-making structure. Altogether, GMM was suggested to present a
different approach from the existing digital mining did.
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Staking That Is Worthy
We thought about the coin and staking structure, which has longterm, stable, and positive profitability rather than ending in a short
period of time, and paid special attention to the method of staking.
We devised a system that maintains the transparency and security of
the blockchain while differently accessing cryptocurrency staking.
In order to increase the value of the mined coin, an institutional
mechanism to control the liquidity in the network and a dual-track
value retention system will be suggested. Half of the coins that are
consumed and invested will be used for real gold mining investment
and profit recovery. The roadmap presented by the foundation is
user-centered, and the idea that the largest beneficiaries should be
the most important ones in the construction of a cryptocurrency
network should be the premise. That is, all of the users who use our
coin.
If diamonds are as common and sandy as sand in this world, no one
will make an effort to gather, achieve, and save them with care. In
order to solve the problem of primitive scarcity, we conduct
matching burning and Gold Line-Buyback, which are conducted
equally for the amount of cryptocurrency consumed by the
contribution of users and the process of mining.
We hope that our project will be an opportunity to rediscover the
functionality of blockchain, the rediscovery of the true meaning of
staking, and the potential once again.

Gold Mining Members
Ecosystem
In order to break through the limitations of the unified system, we
launched this project with companies that already have experience,
know-how and sufficient profitability in each field as founders.

SDM.Ltd, which provided the idea of the project and united the
founders, has grasped the limitations of the digital staking system
currently being implemented at the present time.
In order to solve the problem, the Gold Mining Members project was
launched after contemplating over and over about coins that can be
worth 100% of users' efforts.
No business can deliver realistic results with ideas alone.
In this project, we paid special attention to the realistic rewards
that the foundation and coins can provide to users. For the
longest history of humanity we can possibly think of, it is gold
that has long been regarded as rarest and most valuable on the
Earth. If so, We'd like to explain how we linked coins and mining,
mining and gold.

We paid attention to the mining method, which is the same word, but
differently understood in the digital world. And We thought about
whether that method is possible only through expensive equipment
and complicated processes like Bitcoin.
GEB International is a founding company that has developed a
technology that applies unique values of blockchain blocks to games
in a market where cryptocurrencies are simply used for gameplay.
GEB International opened its eyes to the endless possibilities when
blockchain was introduced, including large and small projects, and
promoted the connection between gameplay and blockchain.
In addition, we focused on the functional security, transparency, and
anonymity of the blockchain beyond the function of a simple
currency, but as a network configuration method in which individual
identities and valuable opinions can still be expressed.
In the GMM project, GEB International aims to realize the most
ideal form that can be built when cryptocurrency is combined
with gaming through game development, application operation,
and platform activation.
On the GMM platform, players can easily access applications and
platforms without special equipment and enjoy gameplay through
GMM. Coins consumed by users on the platform are invested in a
golden mining business with real value through the following
diagram, and the ratio of the profits mined from gold mines is
distributed in a structured format.

MMI
We have materialized the connection between GMM coin and gold mining
business through a strategic approach with MMI. As the project of conducting
gold mining development projects in the African continent we expect a quick &
realistic outcome, as Mining parts are currently preparing to mine in Ivory
Coast from the second quarter of the year after winning business rights in
Benou, Ivory Coast, Calima in Angola and Coro in Equatorial Guinea.MMI ‘s
chief Dometriz Juan Carlos succeeded in numbers of financial projects and
investment programs at Wall Street in the United States.
Based on the current dollar monopoly and the indiscriminate creation of
unfair and non-user-friendly programs in the global market, based on
these programs, our GMM project presents an investment program that
allows users to stably and reliably make ROI.
MMI and GEB International have designed a program in which cryptocurrency
mined on the GMM platform is actually invested in a gold mine where mining is
in progress. This constitutes a structure in which the funds invested in the goods
circulation structure of the GMM platform + the gold actually mined are
returned. Through this, we will increase the soundness of the financial goods
held by the foundation and constitute a financial basis for rewards that are
returned to users participating in the program.

We, You, And Us
We would like to advocate that our project will be an opportunity to bring
joy and meaning to users through the purpose of providing the future of
coins and mining established by the founders, respectively, not in any one
or foundation's only interest.
Within the ecosystem of these joint projects, the functions of our
cryptocurrency can be largely seen as the '6 features of cryptocurrency' *
that we propose.

[6 GMM Features for Members]
The six features of GMM Coin we present are as follows. We also call
these as “6 Value Roads”. We are seeking ways to bring pleasure to many
is the way of our overall win-win and development. All we care about are
Value and Members, as they are the necessities for the growth of the
ecosystem.
The feature of GMM1:
Currency for game platform (GMM Platform Combines all)
The first trend that GMM Coin pursues at the starting point of business is
the satisfaction of the most basic enjoyment of players through gameplay.
GMM Platform is an online platform that aims to integrate on/offline, and
seeks a close link between the holder and the company through the profit
structure generated by staking via game playing. GMM Coin on the
GMM platform is intended to be <<Gaming is Mining >>, that is, staking
through gameplay, and to present a fair and transparent gaming
environment with anonymity and convenience to all users. Game part's
GEB International will present its first starting point as a cryptocurrency
for the “joyful mining” of the GMM project, including legitimate
licensing, game development and operation.

Future of GMM 2: North American Hotel Line Currency
In this stage, GMM, which has secured business potential through online
/ offline gaming, enters the North American market. The plan has been undertaken for a
long time under the leadership of Saturn Digital Mining Ltd and GEB International, and
due to the worldwide spread of COVID19, the plan has been disrupted, but the project
will resume as soon as it is resolved.
It will be launched by 2022 through scheduled partnerships with Asian American Hotel
Owners' Association (AAHOA), researching and considering the culture, sufficient
population flow, and people's preference in the United States.
GMM+AAHOA will provide social gameplay service inside the hotel through
connection with more than 40,000 1-5 star hotel / motel chains across the United States,
and GMM will also can be used to provide hotel accommodation services through
GMM, and to purchase hotel packages and related products.

Future of GMM 3:Online/ Offline Commerce
One of the futures of GMM Coin is a commerce platform currency that can be used
with value as a good product that can be used directly. To this end, the foundation
plans to construct a broader platform system and online shopping mall for regions
in the US / Europe / Asia region, in line with the total amount of GMM Coin,
mining speed, and overall flow.
From the second half of 2021, on / offline malls will bring out exclusive products
that only GMM members can purchase, including traveling packages, hotel
packages, gold products, and so much more. The payment we think is not about
creating another network of franchises, but more of using the pre-existing
network…like Credit Card. This plan will be done with the partners, where GMM
will be transferred to the APP, on which traded GMM will be treated currency that
can actually be used via credit card network.

Future of GMM 4:
Real-life mining that can replace the future of mining

The first of GMM Coin's directions is the type of gaming coin, but as
mentioned above, what we are focusing on from the very first overview is
decentralization through the coin's continuous mining, that is, it is not
driven by the power but led by the majority of users, and through formation
of network and simplification of the mining method. In addition to this, we
would like to present << Mining is Staking>>, the next step of << Gaming
is Mining >> that we propose. By combining online mining with real
mining in real life, contracts are activated in the real African region to
launch a program where users invest in gold from mining gold mining. It
will be proceeded in the form of re-creating the profit in the form of
rewarding users in proportion to the rate of gold mining, and it is expected
to take place at the earliest in the second quarter of 2020, as mining is
already taking place in Angola, Ivory Coast, etc. in African Region.**
Feature Of GMM 5:Investment Program for stable investment

The partner that participated in the GMM Coin project in the investment
and finance sector is MMI. In order to develop a short-term but stable
program through various related programs, we conducted practical
modeling for several quarters, and completed an investment program that
allows both companies and investors to coexist. We also thought about
how past coins have deceived investors, thus brought a limited-amount
plan.
Through this, there are about 10 programs in the world that are still in
operation. In addition to mining and legitimate compensation of goods
provided by the project, we intend to present a program for stable asset
management and investment promotion, which is ready to be supplied
immediately according to consumer demand and market stability after
listing.

Feature Of GMM 6:Users and Foundation, Then?

The future we propose is to build a fun and profit-seeking world
first. However, as we do to users participating in the GMM
project, we will constantly find opportunities to enjoy big
changes with our small ideas in the world. Therefore, through the
formation of a scholarship foundation that can discover future
talents who will carry on the future technology, we will form a
structure to share the foundation's profits where it is most needed
and promote GMM's name value and overall value increase.

* All future projects representing our ecosystem will be added to the white paper for each future
stage, and can be provided in any order depending on the progress.

Emergence of GMM Platform
As the initial starting point of the project, we will provide 'interesting'
and 'enjoyable' goods to the users who participate in the platform, and
the platform that can provide the trust, the advantages brought by the
transparency and security of the blockchain. We want to start with a
structure that allows mining.
Since the birth of blockchain technology, the development and emergence
of a single game or game platform combined with blockchain has
continued, but the majority have disappeared in the overall market flow.
This can be judged that there was a problem with approaching the concept
that users would come simply if only a game platform existed, failed to
effectively operate investment funds, illegal, or did not intend to respond
to customer needs.
Until now, the limitations existed in such game playing technologies based
on blockchain was that they were only a combination of the game itself
blockchain technology, but now the link between cryptocurrency and
blockchain-based games is forming a great flow.
Therefore, the GMM platform aimed to bring new vitality to these systems,
pursue a link between cryptocurrency and game playing, and build a
platform to ensure fair play, transparent play, and stable victory.
The most important question regarding the use of our GMM platform
would be whether it is fair or not. In this regard, we focused on the
decentralization and transparency of the transaction in the network and the
P2P-type node formation structure of the blockchain. In addition, by
applying the structure of the PoA of the blockchain, the Proof of Action,
which checks the behavior and proof structure, to the GMM platform, we
intend to present a structure in which the records of PoP, Proof of Play as
payment/compensation/movement history are recorded in the block.

Users are standing at the crossroads of weak structures of such instant
online game sites, which involves numerous ads and warranties but
eventually reject users or refuse to provide legitimate rewards, and the
offline game playing places where people need to put extra effort to
visit them in person. We tried to solve this with a legitimate license for
online gaming and a total expansion of the gaming world. Plus, we
offer chances in which players could enjoy gaming offline through our
cryptocurrency in the near future.
Among them, the technology that enables everyone to enjoy
transparent and fair play, and many years of experience in operating
the game site can also be seen as the strengths of our platform.

Joyful Mining genc
Our belief is “Joy”
Man is an animal of play. Fight for pleasure, and continue the journey to
the next level in life using the thrill of victory and the soreness of defeat.
We all make the impossible possible because we have the desire to climb
to the point where others cannot climb through challenges. Achievement
and pleasure are the source of reaching the goal, and we can challenge
again as we reach the goal.

We think our coins should do the same. It should not be a coin that only
exists, consumed and ended temporarily for simple play. The role of
cryptocurrency should be simple, but the part that should increase in
value while owning and using it should always be a top priority. Value
soon becomes a catalyst for challenge and gives meaning to the
achievements achieved. Therefore, in addition to these challenges, GMM
Project intends to provide a way to provide additional and positive
revenue through mining.

The Gold Mining Members project has set the first use of
cryptocurrency as a direction for this enjoyment, and is used for gaming
goods that can be directly linked to the GMM platform to play games.

The functions of the platform that we propose are as simple as possible
and configured as efficiently as possible in such situations.

"Gaming is Mining ", Our First Motto
We intend to present a system capable of mining cryptocurrencies in
the form of a GMM platform, rather than a platform for generating
profits. This is in line with our intention to see the act of play as a
productive and meaningful pleasure, rather than simply seeing it as a
consumption form.

We suggested the mechanism of the game's use as a further
occurrence of goods beyond simple play. The mining method in the
application and the platform is applied in the same way, and it has a
structure in which different amounts are paid according to the
accumulated play, still in addition to the fairness of the accumulation
of goods on the network. All GMMs mined from here go to the
built-in wallets created in the application and game platforms, form
a system that cannot be centrally accessed or monopolized by the
central management, and at the same time serve as an important
reward goods that can be sold directly through exchanges.

The amount of mined is coming from what is treated as the ‘locked’
amount of the Foundation regardless of the fluctuations in the
liquidity and price of goods, and 50% of the total amount of coins
issued by the Foundation is fixed as ‘locked for mining’, as the
amount of compensation for mining that is not distributed directly
to the market.

The criteria for conditions triggering mining are:
1. The functions of transfer/receive/reward in the capacity constituting the
blockchain are stored as hash values for each operation and recorded in
the unique environment of the block itself.In the process of recording,
the Foundation has composed the Hash of a specific block as a ROV
(Reward Occurring Value). When the user plays the game with the
corresponding block, GMM coins are paid as a reward that contributes to
the overall coin circulation regardless of the accumulated number of
times.

2. The reward of Mining Hash and this random structure can cause cases
where users who are actively playing cannot receive the reward, and the
Foundation was concerned about the missing cases in terms of fairness.
To this end, the GMM network rewards the user with GMM whenever
the cumulative play count reaches 1%, 2%, or 3%(this is flexible) of the
total play count. The amount of compensation is calculated after
excluding the proportion of Matching Burning in the entire network, and
is performed in the order of proceeding with the payment through the
automatic verification process after obtaining network approval from the
amount locked by the foundation for payment of mining compensation.

3. When the network function of 2 is calculated as an absolute value generated
by accumulating the total amount of GMM coins played by an individual
user, only the expected number of plays is verified at a minimum cost. In
addition to this, without compromising the value of rewards in comparison to
participation, rewards can be additionally provided to active players. When
the absolute value of the coin quantity used for game play is checked and
triggered on the network, the trigger of the third type is performed in the
order in which rewards are paid through an automatic verification process.奖
励的顺序执行。

All mining-related actions accompany gameplay, and we always keep in
mind the price fluctuations and the sufficient purchasing power that
gameplay rewards should have. For this, we added a system that
incinerates 25% of coins used for gameplay on the platform and returned
to the foundation, to prevent the value of the GMM mined through the
game and paid as a reward from the user's game entry point, regardless of
the user's win/loss ratio. This is to prevent the flow that leads to a decrease
in value as the overall distribution volume is absolutely increased.
In order to secure the superiority of value through incineration to adjust
the form of compensation paid in a fixed quantity and the quantity of
overall compensation payment, GMM Coin will present the first step in
the feature of the coin, “Mining is Staking” linked from “Gaming is
Mining”. We would like to confirm once again that our good and our goal
is to make everything truly valuable.

Here is the full User/Player Benefits within our entire GMM Business model

“Mining is Staking”, Our Second Motto
Based on the online GMM platform, the profit structure of the GMM
Platform is designed to be combined with offline game playing, hotels,
and commerce in the future. We first start with Game Platform with
Games, but the APP with investment program will follow. Afterwards,
payment system, online/offline purchase system including users’ desired
commerce system will fulfill the ecosystem of GMM. This shall expand
the area of use, and the value will follow uprising.
For these projects, we have secured contracts and strategic plans for
related matters through agreements with the following partners, and
preparations are being made to realize the design of consumption
structures. Here is a roadmap where each good in the business flow can
be used in the market through GMM Coin:
This is not just a cryptocurrency as an investment material, but contains
strategies of partners who want to increase the value of GMM Coin itself
while expanding the scope of use.
In addition, GEB International, which holds the core of game provision,
has contributed to the establishment of a GMM platform and practical
gameplay environment for Gold Mining Members based on the provision
of legitimate services and years of game consulting for the expansion of
the GMM Coin ecosystem. Based on the connectivity between GEB
International and Saturn Digital Mining.Ltd, the GMM utilization
ecosystem presented is completed as early as late 2020 and up to 2022 at
the last, enabling direct purchase. The list of participating businesses will
be continuously updated through the Gold Mining Members project
community.

The expansion of the market and the expansion of the project ecosystem
will be concluded only by the needs of users and holders, not by
excessive display, and will be determined through real-time voting
through the Gold Mining Members project website and the Social
Network Service community. This is to prevent the control of the right of
decision by a small number of structures that the structure that affects the
decision-making structure according to the quantity of blockchain
possesses, and for the collective benefit of as many people as possible.

.

GMM e-Platform
The future of the coin which this project aims is to offset the
shortcomings of the ICO type of the existing coin market, which usually
has been delayed or has not been done as intended. By flexibly investing
according to the plan of the project and carrying out development
accordingly, trust will be gained and the vision will become more and
more vivid each day.

In the game section, a platform system that is already built and
continuously verified can be integrated into the online GMM platform
to achieve a broader ecosystem expansion. The provision of services
also suggests a solution to fair and transparent conversion through a
structure that starts with and ends with cryptocurrency, the pinnacle of
blockchain, with the goal to create an ecosystem of Gold Mining
Members that outperforms any other single game or game platform.

As demanded, the initial form of the GMM platform will be the
application(APP) to allow better accessibility within the current
market. In the case of the initial model, the quality of the game
entering the application is planned to be gradually improved, and the
rotation for the game type is planned through the decision of Feedback
and Feed Forward. That is, it is intended to enter the market in a userand player-friendly manner based on the technology capable of
immediately applying the required series of games, while taking a
structure in which games with high preference of players survive.

Game Service License
Gold Mining Members Gaming Platform provides legitimate
global services through strategic alliances with gaming
companies with online gaming licenses.
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Platform & Games
The GMM Platform has special differences from other game platforms in
the following areas. It consists of an executive team who has operated the
game site for a long time, a separate development team composed of
personnel specialized in a series of processes to develop and win games that
meet the needs of consumers, and members including TF, and is activated
24 hours a day. The aim is to complete the structure of a complex platform
that allows users to enjoy the desired game.
The GMM platform we provide is the best online platform with the best
solutions for future security of the platform, cryptocurrency transfer,
game play, purchase and consumption, and asset protection through the
best technical team for stability and security.
For the convenience of the most important players on the game site,
various online/offline gaming is activated. GMM will be released in both
PC and Mobile versions, and is positioned as the optimal platform that
can be downloaded without HTML5 based technology. It also supports
gameplay through download and app installation, and aims to provide
game platforms and games that anyone can enter, without any additional
cost or complicated procedures.
Therefore, all users who hold GMM coins can be holders, investors, and
players at the same time, and they can freely use the platform with the
best technology to facilitate the transfer, exchange, and conversion of
assets through smart contracts. GMM starts as a good on the game
platform, but we want to build an Open Management system that can
provide feedback to the platform's configuration and operation from our
users, who are beyond simple holders or players.

The Foundation is constantly concerned with all the profit sharing of the
platform, the value of the platform, and the value of the token, and
forms a holistic blockchain network in the direction of becoming the
best in both online and offline without sacrificing any side. It will let
Gold Mining Members to lead the development in one ecosystem that
both holders and foundations think ideally.
Online sessions exist that regularly add game types, check the quality of
the game through preference surveys, and enjoy gameplay in a better
environment. We intend to provide a structure of the GMM platform
that allows players to upload their own games on the platform and share
the profits from the game with the foundation. Our dream model of
GMM platform, which can satisfy everyone, contains the passion of all
founding companies, and the lack of confidence is based on the
confidence that it can be filled with technology and experience.

GMM Business Roadmap
Our business roadmap is set in a strategic direction based on three
mottos along the six future stages we have presented.

“Gaming is Mining”
“Mining is Staking”
“Staking for Earning”
Gaming is Mining:
Gameplay

base

for

efficient

mining

via
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platform

monetization and profit distribution
On the basis of Gold Mining Members' business ecosystem, the online revenue
generation model mainly takes place, but on the roadmap to be progressed,
there are additional offline P & P Cruises with GMM platform, OKADA hotels
in the Philippines, AAHOA chain and commerce shopping malls. Based on this
environment, we want to make mining through game play a reality, and bring
profits to users through continuous increase in value.
GEB International's game-only operation team, or GMM's operation team, is
currently located in the Philippines. Later, in accordance with the agreement
with AAHOA, an expanded HQ will also be installed in Colorado, USA for
social gaming-based game inside AAHOA's hotel. (over 40,000 hotel chains)
This focuses on the long-term advantages that Social Gaming will bring in the
future. In terms of business roadmap, online gaming with GMM in Asia and
China, and social gaming with GMM in the US, both have a profit structure
that generates revenue from the foundation.

Mining is Staking:
Another value is in line for the users after mining and that
is,Staking
What is Staking?
Staking means keeping digital assets in a certain crypto space to help
the operations of a blockchain network. Specifically, these
cryptocurrencies will be frozen to help the network flow because, if
you think about it, if the crypto amount that was initially put in would
freely move, the blockchain network wouldn’t be sustainable.For those
who are willing to put their cryptocurrencies to be frozen, rewards will
be given to them accordingly. This is staking.
“Gaming is Mining” phase are intended to build a platform where
GMM can be used as an actual product in the environment desired by
users by online / offline shopping mall and GMM Universe strategy. In
addition, by setting the program as an investment form for gold mines
in Africa, it presents a stable investment program designed by MMI
based on a program that divides the yield of actual gold mined. We
intend to provide an environment for profits from real mining and
Staking using GMM Coin, G-Staking.

Staking for Earning:
Corporate Social Responsibility criteria

Based on the provision of the services of Online Gaming and Social
Gaming, through the expansion of business and investment in both
continents, a global Risk Hedging plan is underway in the GMM Platform
part. Through MMI's program, it has secured stability for development and
financing of the necessary parts of the foundation and users, not for GMM's
own profit creation. Under this overall structure, it is suggested to
strengthen the CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) to provide services
for the GMM platform, expand the business, and support education for
talented people and revival of the game business.
We do not believe in eternal business, eternal profit. It never did, and will
not exist on Earth. The CSR project we propose will be implemented after
both the investor and the foundation, which fulfill corporate social
responsibility, have both pleasure and stable returns.
GMM's CSR direction is to broaden people's awareness and understanding,
to form a long-term sustainable market, to recognize and establish the
usefulness of cryptocurrency and its original purpose once again.
This is to circulate the realistic benefits and social positive effects of the
blockchain that must be constantly developed and used in the future
society.We want to pay attention to social change through our small actions,
and dream of the future of GMM as a social good.

Why GMM?
Benefits for Players
The Gold Mining Members online GMM platform for game players offers:
All players who have GMM coins and enter the GMM platform can get the
qualifications of players and miners who play games at the same time as
miners through the special system of Gold Mining Members. Through the
slogan "Gaming is Mining", the foundation applies a system that allows
players who actively play to mine GMM coins. Gold Mining Members
tokens are provided to players who help gameplay and user specific level
identification and debugging at unique levels through “Fixing and Sharing”
in exchange for the discovery, notification and debugging of the
Foundation. Detailed calculation details are provided in the provisions of
the GMM platform.
Introducing a variety of new games that can be published at the GMM
platform, the <Bring your own game> system through feedback on desired
games and close consultation between the foundation and players, GMM
foundation will appropriate and share compensation according to future
contributions.
Through various promotions and reward systems, we do our best to create
an environment where all players can have fun and dynamic gameplay in a
vibrant environment.
GMM aims to be a blockchain-based game platform that complements the
stability and fairness of online platforms, and provides a valuable gaming
experience through transparent gameplay.

Benefits for GMM Holders
1. Matching Burning
For the Foundation, GMM holders participate in the Foundation's operations and
are essential to the expansion of the ecosystem. It is believed that when they
actively participate as a market balancer and actively participate, dynamic vitality
is infused and the token's self-sustaining ability and retention power increase.
Therefore, the Foundation is planning a strategy for generating profits and
enhancing token value according to the following rules for holders who can play
this role.
The Matching Burning we propose is part of the gradual and massive incineration
policy and buyback policy proposed by this project. Naturally, it is a two-way
strategy that simultaneously takes in the momentum of steady holder inflow and
value increase by providing the necessary equipment for maintaining the value and
controlling the amount of coins that is consumed for a long time.
Half of the GMM coins used for gameplay and returned to the Foundation are
burned by 50% regardless of the player's win/loss ratio. This leads to a momentum
in which the Foundation's profits temporarily decrease, but we predict that through
this increase in value, users and players can be more actively directed to play,
mining and network participation.

2.Fundamental Advantages
The most important thing for coin holders will be whether or not their coins are
really used.Reverse Coin System: By providing coins that can be actually used for
the services of the already commercialized GMM platform, establishing an
ecosystem of tokens that can be used across various services, not just the functions
of electronic goods whose value definition is ambiguous.
Sustainable Buyback: Providing a pivotal factor contributing to the coin's value
maintenance and price formation through continuous coin buyback by reducing a
certain percentage of the profits obtained from the game platform.

Token LIN Plan
A total of 1 billion Gold Mining Members (GMM) will be issued upon initial
block creation.

When the first GMM is created, it is issued as an ERC20-based token,
and when it is determined that the mainnet is required or the technology
requiring the mainnet is completed, the pre-issued ERC20-based token is
exchanged with a new token while maintaining a 1:1 ratio. At this time,
all first-generation tokens exchanged and returned to the Foundation will
be incinerated.

Mainnet progress is a great challenge and pride for any coin. We want to
create a GMM Network and an ecosystem by building a mainnet when
not only for the external image of the function, but also when it becomes
most desirable by the holders and users
主网

Gold Mining Members Token Detail
Token Information
Token Full name: Gold Mining Members
Token Symbol: GMM
Total Issue Amount: 1,000,000,000
Token Base: ERC20 (18 Decimals)
Mainnet Token Base:EOS Based LIN

Token Allocation

Fund Allocation

25% for MMI related investment program and gold purchase
25% for Platform Development
20% for Marketing
20% for Business Operations
10% for Preliminary Cost

The use of profits earned by GMM coins is as follows:
In the case of 50% portion, a.k.a. investment program and gold purchase, the stability
of the asset is secured by purchasing the real gold and keeping the parts related to the
gold mining business so that more than 25% of the total coin distribution can be
returned to holders and players.
In the current special economic situation in 2020, the absolute value of gold and its
share in the GMM project are very large. Depending on the actual amount mined, not
the investment, the purchase amount and quantity will depend on the production, but
50% of the profits earned by GMM will be used for the real gold mining business
and gold purchase.
The next thing we need will be to make our GMM more widely available and to be
used for marketing to keep up with the use and the number of participants. This
includes game promotion, platform promotion, and broad promotion of strategic
areas.

Token Allocation is the following:
50% for Coin burn
20% for Mining
10% for Game Playing
5% for Asset Plus Program
15% for Investment & Security Liquidity

In the case of games, it will be used intensively for the addition and maintenance of GEB
International's operating manpower and development of games, which will be actively
reflected in the development and application of games desired by users through the
rotation system. The development costs related to the blockchain include the network
configuration and R&D in preparation for the situation for the management of the
entire GMM network and the proper level of fund execution and mainnet development
if necessary.
The reserve cost is set at 10% and is set as the reserve cost for special situations. Special
circumstances include, but are not limited to:
As a countermeasure against the sharp drop in the market price, users' profit and
investment program maintenance costs. If the actual payment of gold mined and
purchased and stored is physically impossible or not, GMM is a replacement cost fee,
etc.
。

Preliminary expenses for special situations incurred in exchanges, etc.

GMM and Blockchain
Technology M
Lin Blockchain Tech
LIN Blockchain consists of LIN Core and Guild Industry as a big concept.
The guild is verified and operated on the block by the GBP and can be linked
to other guilds through the LIN Core network. The intersection protocol used
for communication is Inter Guild Communication (IGC). The IGC acts as a
protocol for communication between each independent blockchains.
Token transmission between Guilds is through the LIN Core, and LIN Core
tracks the total amount of tokens held by each guild. Also, since anyone can
link a new guild to LIN Core, the guilds will have future compatibility with
future blockchain innovations.

LIN ARCHITECTURE
The LIN architecture consists of LIN Core, Service, and User Layer. The LIN
Core Layer includes Core NW, Interchain, Application Development
Framework (ADF), Plugins, DAPP (including smart contracts), and Access
Layer Network (ALN). The Layer is responsible for providing the actual
blockchain network. Service Layer consists of KMS, PAYMENT, AUTH,
GAME, FDS, SECURITIES, MGMT TOOLS and the functions for utilizing
the LIN platform are located as well. The MGMT TOOLS function provides
essential management functions for DAPP developers, which helps to operate
and manage DAPP services and provides Audit, Block Explorer and
Dashboard. Finally, the User Layer is where the end users of the LIN
platform are, including User, Developer, Manager, Analyst, SCM, IoT
Devices, and Etc.

The LIN Core and the Guild blockchain are based on the BFT-DPoS consensus
algorithm. DPoS stands for Delegated Proof of Stake, a consensus algorithm that
selects block producers in the PoS system to create and manage blocks for certain
nodes. Proof of Stake means that the more stake you have the more right you have
to write to the block proportionally. In other words, all the nodes having coins can
add data to the block through consensus, and in case that node has more coins, the
node has more authority to update the data. As the users tie up their stakes in
order to receive the compensation, the amount of coin circulation is reduced, the
performance (TPS) is lowered by the excessive consensus subjects, and
furthermore, the rich and poor governance structure in which a person with a lot
of coins holds power is formed. On the other hand, LIN's DPoS consensus
algorithm delegates authority to the upper node determined by the voting result of
all the constituent nodes to select a representative. In the case of PoS, it takes a
long time to agree because all nodes that have a certain stake are given the right to
create a block, but in DPoS, time and cost can be reduced due to the consensus
among a relatively small number of upper nodes selected by voting. Decreasing
consensus time and cost means faster transmission processing. In the existing
DPoS, we added Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) functionality, which allows all
BPs to sign all blocks and not sign two blocks with the same timestamp or height.
In the case of LIN Core, if 15 BPs sign a block, the block is considered to be
committed. If any Byzantine BP signs two blocks with the same timestamp or
height, the cryptographic evidence for the rebellion remains, and under this model,
it is possible to arrive at an irrevocable consensus within a second. 。

IGC Protocol
Bitcoin and most other implementations of blockchain technology are broken entirely
if anything is wrong. This structure is called a monoculture, which is undesirable in
terms of a program architecture design. The interchain can partly separate some of
the tasks of the main chain, leaving the monoculture structure partially. For example,
you can share a chain of payments and a chain of post-liquidation such as real estate.
Since payment is important at high speed, it requires techniques such as sharding or
off-chain, and the settlement procedure of the certificate requires accuracy, so it is
necessary to adopt a reliable consensus algorithm. LIN uses IGC to exchange
information between these chains.

Inter-Guild Communication Protocol IGC (Inter Guild Communication) is a protocol for
inter-chain between LIN Core and Guild and is composed of Group AD-HoC (1:1:1).
The IGC technology also includes interconnection between Guilds, the assets of
the Guild can be exchanged based on Guild consensus and synchronization, and
the original Guild assets still have the characteristics of the Guild.

The IGC protocol uses the Cross Guild Messaging Model, which makes
no assumptions about network synchronization. That is, the network
problem is not considered first. The protocol should be able to configure
a cross-guild transaction that allows the intermediate exchange to relay
from one guild to another. Guild A and B must identify the new block
independently, and protocol packets from one guild to another can be
arbitrarily delayed or inspected. The recipient of the protocol packet on
Guild B can determine how to act based on the received information and
add his or her application logic to determine what state to change the
transaction based on the data contained in the protocol packet. To
describe the data structure of the protocol package and related functions
connected to the process of guild communication, it is necessary to
define two IGC protocol packages. The first is to create a crosstransactional transaction packet. The second is to verify the received
packets of the state machine in both chains. The validator of the
transaction will receive appropriate compensation when performing the
correct operation. However, inadequate behavior will result in
disadvantages that cannot qualify as a future verifier.

IGC Protocol Packet Design
Finality: The relayed packet shall be recorded in a block of the source
chain and shall be represented by a Merkle proof that cannot be
modified so that the target chain can safely be used as the basis for
performing the state transition and the information must also match.
Timeout: Relay is not relayed or is interrupted due to network communication delay or
congestion, and packet delay is unavoidable.
In this case, a timeout mechanism is needed to represent the cross-chain transaction
initialization. The LIN platform has designed two protocol packages for IGC
communication, IGC Block Header and IGCTx.
IGC Block Header:
struct block_header { block_timestamp_type timestamp; account_name producer;
uint16_t confirmed; block_id_type previous;
checksum256_type transaction_mroot; checksum256_type action_mroot; uint32_t
schedule_version;
optional<producer_schedule_type> new_producers; extensions_type header_extensions;
}
struct IGCBlockHeader { block_header header;
incremental_merkle blockroot_merkle; digest_type pending_schedule_hash;
signature_type producer_signature;

Governance
'Governance' is a process of leading a community. In this context, the governance of
the blockchain can be interpreted as 'the process of leading the nodes participating in
the network in the right direction', where the right direction can be seen as a
direction of 'decentralization' principle.
The public blockchain must establish a solid operating foundation through its
constitution and governance policy. Bitcoin depends on bitcoin foundation (Bitcoin
Foundation) or mining to adjust like upgrades, but the process is slow. In the case of
Ethereum, Ethereum was divided into ETH and ETC after hard fork to clear the
DAO hacking incident, because there was no social contract or mechanism to make
such a decision in advance.
Consensus algorithm of LIN Governance DPOS (Delegated Equity Verification)
selects a kind of 'superior node' through voting between nodes and delegates and
entrusts all rights regarding block generation to them. In the governance of POS,
nothing could be done except that we expect the authoritarian node to keep the
principle of decentralization according to market principles. This is in fact a risk. So
DPOS is designed to eliminate this risk. By introducing a familiar governance tool,
called voting, into blockchain governance, "decentralization" can be managed
flexibly.
Authority is created through voting, and the authority thus created can be destroyed
at any time through the withdrawal of supporting individual nodes. Therefore, an
elected upper node will have to make efforts to maintain the principle of
‘decentralization’.
Thus, in the governance of the LIN blockchain, the ‘decentralization principle'
depends on the subjective judgment of individual nodes. Each guild can also have its
own constitutional and governance mechanisms. For example, in the Health Care
Guild, if the constitution that collection of information that violates the GDPR
should be prohibited is proposed by the GBPs, the policy reflection is decided by
voting.
*note: LIN-ARENA Technologies included on LIN-ARENA-white-paper_3.1

Legal Disclaimers
LEGAL NOTICE
This white paper was distributed only for GMM Project and related general reference purposes at the time
of creation and may be reviewed and modified in the future. Please note that this white paper reflects the
latest information based on the date of the cover and is NOT final. The information contained in this
document, including the business operations and financial condition of GMM since that date, may
CHANGE. This white paper may be UPDATED on an irregular basis.
No one has the obligation to enter into a contract or legally binding contract with GMM Coin (GMM) to
sell, and no money should be received on the basis of this white paper. GMM Coin is traded through a
legally binding contract, details of which are provided separately from this white paper. If there is a
discrepancy between the contract and the content of this white paper, the contract will prevail.
In no event shall this White Paper be construed as a sale or purchase proposal of a GMM Coin Publisher /
distributor / vendor, and the presentation of this document or the document itself should not be relied upon
or relied upon in any contract or investment decision.
The GMM Coin is not intended to constitute a unit of securities, business trust, or unit investment plan
based on the equivalent regulation of other jurisdictions. Therefore, this white paper is not provided in
business plans, business manuals, proposals, etc., and should not be construed as investment proposals or
solicitation in any jurisdiction, such as securities, business trust units or units of collective investment plans.
The contents of this white paper should not be understood, interpreted, categorized, or treated as an
opportunity to participate in, or receive a portion of the profits from GMM platform, GMM coin, or
product.
The coin / token issuance method described in this white paper cannot be propagated or distributed, in
whole or in part, in any jurisdiction that is regulated or prohibited.
The information in this white paper has not been reviewed, inspected or approved by regulatory authorities.
This action has not and has not been taken in any jurisdiction in the future as well.

If you wish to purchase a GMM coin, you must not understand, interpret, classify, or treat the GMM token
as follows: (1) any currency other than cryptographic currency, (2) bonds and stocks issued by any entity,
(3) rights, options and derivatives on such bonds and shares, (4) rights under agreements and other
contracts for the purpose of assuring ROI or avoiding loss, (5) Units or derivatives of securities such as
collective investment plans, business trusts.

DISCLAIMER of LIABILITY

The related services provided by GMM Coin and GMM and its affiliates are provided 'as is' and 'as
available'. GMM and its affiliates do not make express or implied warranties or representations about the
accessibility, quality, suitability, accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of the GMM Coin and related
services. In this regard, we state that we are not responsible for any errors, delays, omissions, or actions
taken in reliance thereon.
GMM and its affiliates do not represent, guarantee, promise, or claim to any other entity or person the
truth, accuracy or completeness of any form, including the information contained in this white paper.
GMM and its affiliates acknowledge and agree that any indirect, special, incidental, or consequential
loss (including loss of return on investment, income / profit, use of data, loss of data, etc.) arising out of
or in connection with your acceptance of; Including without limitation, contractual or tort (including but
not limited to) any legal claims that are applicable to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law.
任何法律索赔。

